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Soft Living Places
Small Luxury Hotel of the World, Virtuoso, Signature, Traveller Made, Ensamble
From April 1 to October 15
The Byron 5-star boutique hotel that is as luxurious as the aristocratic villa in which it is located, the
perfect place to enjoy the pleasures of life in the heart of Forte dei Marmi. As a guest here, you will
find yourself luxuriating in this intimate resort villa overlooking the sea, surrounded by a private
garden against the majestic backdrop of the Apuan Alps. The Forte dei Marmi train station is just 3
km away; the Pisa G. Galilei airport, 34 km; and the Versilia motorway exit, just 2 km.
Hotel Byron has 29 rooms divided into:
Double Classic
Double Superior
Double Deluxe
Junior Suite
Superior Suite
Deluxe Suite
Duplex Suite
Prestige Suite
Family Suite
Penthouse
Rooms and suites, recently been fully renovated, has its own personal style and ambience that
makes it unique. Colors, materials and furnishings act in perfect harmony to create a pleasant,
relaxing atmosphere immersed in that typically Italian passion for art and design. They are air
conditioned, with hardwood floors, bath and/or shower with marble décor, hairdryer, phone with
direct line, satellite TV, and minibar.
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Bar American-style bar in the hotel.
Restaurant La Magnolia Separate from the main building, indoor seating, plus poolside during the summer months, is the
STELLA MICHELIN

ideal place to enjoy the cuisine of Michelin-starred chef Cristoforo Trapani. It offers up a rich culinary
experience that is a sort of fusion of Tuscan and Campanian cuisine, all accompanied by a worldclass selection of wines.

Meeting The “Veranda” conference room.
Capacity: 35 theatre seating, max. 25 with a horseshoe layout.
The “Byron” conference room.
Capacity: 15 theatre seating, 10 with a horseshoe layout.

Sport Outdoor swimming pool at the hotel, tennis courts at just 200 meters, horseback riding just 2 km
away, and 4 km to the 18-hole Versilia Golf Course.

Excursions Cities:
Pisa
Lucca
Florence
San Gimignano
Siena

36 km
25 km
114 km
150 km
180 km

Boat trips (in summer): Cinque Terre, Portofino, Capraia, Elba Island.
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